Steven Berger to Speak at Healthcare
Business Analytics Best Practice
Summit
LIBERTYVILLE, Ill., April 28, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Steven Berger,
chairman of Healthcare Insights, LLC, and a nationally known hospital
financial management expert, will be a featured speaker at the Healthcare
Business Analytics Best Practice Summit in Chicago on May 5, 2015. The
summit, taking place at the Sheraton Hotel and Towers, is presented by the
Chicago Healthcare Business Intelligence Alliance (CHBIA), a member-led
business roundtable exclusively for senior executives from the healthcare
industry.
During the meeting, Berger will lead a breakout session on best practices for
developing an effective hospital business intelligence strategy in a valuebased healthcare environment.
“Hospitals are complex-overly complex-places to manage,” said Berger, “and
constant changes in how healthcare is delivered and paid for only serve to
increase the complexity. Hospital leaders armed with the tools, data, and
analytics needed to more accurately capture and control the costs of
delivering care are in a much better position to significantly improve both
financial and clinical outcomes.”
Berger is one of the founders of Healthcare Insights (HCI), a Best in KLAS #1
Category Leader for four years in a row and a premier provider of healthcare
decision support software for financial management, costing, and clinical
analytics. Since merging in October 2014 with NOMISe, Inc., the company has
expanded its offerings to include cost accounting consulting and outsourced
costing services specifically for hospitals and health systems.
Prior to founding HCI, Berger was a hospital auditor and hospital/health
system finance officer at organizations in New York, New Jersey, Missouri,
and Illinois. He is a widely recognized course designer and instructor, as
well as a successful author and industry thought leader.
The one-day CHBIA summit will bring together healthcare experts and
executives from throughout the Midwest to share and learn best practices and
discuss what payers and providers are doing in healthcare analytics to gain
significant improvements in cost, quality, and patient outcomes.
More information: http://www.hcillc.com/.
Healthcare Insights, LLC, 510 Roosevelt Drive, Libertyville, IL 60048; 855
HCI-Mojo (855-424-6656).
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